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Introduction
Global Economic Monitoring Branch: What do we do?

Monitor global economic developments and prospects at the country level (179 countries).

⇒ 2 global economic forecasts each year (WEFM) and monthly briefings

Assess policy options from a sustainable development perspective, including social and environmental dimensions (satellite models)

⇒ Scenarios (WEFM)

Our macroeconomic forecasts and analyses are reflected in several UN publications:
Global Economic Monitoring Branch: The forecasting approach

- Monitoring and analysis of global economic conditions (by region, 7 staff)
- World Economic Forecasting Model (WEFM)
- Project LINK (100 economists from 60 countries and IMF, World Bank and OECD)
- Collaboration with 5 UN Regional Commissions, UNCTAD, ILO, UNWTO (Regional experts)

⇒ Data analysis + Model + “expert” Judgement
Global Economic Monitoring Branch: WEFM Model

Overview

• Used for UN economic forecasts in *World Economic Situation and Prospects*

• EViews-based macroeconomic model

• 179 individual country models with global linkages that reconcile export and import volumes and prices

• Simple framework that nonetheless captures country-specific behaviour

• Designed for both **forecasting** and **scenario** studies

• **EAPD can provide WEFM files to external users with modeling expertise on request**
Global Economic Monitoring Branch: WEFM short-term forecasting tool

- Designed to supplement WEFM

- Methodology developed to strengthen the rigor and consistency of UN short-term forecasting for key macro indicators (GDP, inflation, unemployment, ...)

- Useful for monitoring countries with limited data

- Methodology is easily adapted to monitor SDG indicators

- But successful application relies on research to identify correlated high-frequency series

- *EAPD can provide a template set of files that run in EViews*
What makes a good forecast?

- Good data
- Good model
- Good judgement
EAPD nowcasting procedure
Nowcasting procedure

1. Identify target variable of interest
2. Identify higher-frequency series that have data extending beyond target series endpoint
3. Estimate series of equations using mixed frequency techniques
4. Combine forecasts using Kalman filter
5. Assess
6. Choose final models and produce forecast
Mixed-frequency data sampling estimation (MIDAS)

- Data sampled at different frequencies can be used in the same regression
- Useful when dependent variable is sampled at a lower frequency than 1 or more regressors
Kalman filter for forecast averaging

- Kalman Filter/Time Varying Coefficients model, regresses fitted values from estimated MIDAS equations on historical target variable
- Loosens restriction that weights on different forecast models are stationary
Example: India 2019Q4 and FY2019 GDP growth


- Methods (FQ): Kalman filtered MIDAS regressions, AR(1)
- Method (FY): MIDAS regression with Kalman filtered quarterly estimate as higher-frequency determinant
Example: India 2019Q4 and FY2019 GDP
Discussion
Open questions

- How to identify useful higher-frequency indicators?
- How to report confidence/uncertainty about the nowcasts?
- How to expand this methodology to other economic and social indicators of interest?
Thank you for your attention!
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